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中 文 摘 要 ： 近年來由於智慧型運輸系統、物聯網科技以及無線網路科技的進步
，加上政府機關對於資料開放的支持，目前可取得大量的交通資料
。這些資料具有詳細的空間與時間資訊，甚至更複雜的資料維度。
為了萃取隱藏在資料當中的重要資訊，勢必需要多維度的資料分析
方法。
　　本研究提出多維度路網資料的非監督式機器學習方法，用以分
析多維度的交通路網資料。演算法利用多維度路網加權矩陣，計算
路網在多維度中的距離，並結合K-Medoids演算法適用於離散資料之
特性，發展集群分析演算法。為解決K-Medoids集群分析演算法對於
初始集群種子與K值的敏感性，演算法採用兩個解決方案。首先，演
算法以系統性間距採樣產生初始種子，降低演算法的隨機因素。集
群分析演算法中導入集群分割與集群合併的方法，用以彌補初始種
子選擇不佳對於結果的影響力。
　　從高速公路車流量的集群分析中，可以發現演算法具有下列優
勢。首先，演算法具有一致性與可靠性。由於系統性間距採樣降低
了演算法的隨機要素，因此當給予相同的輸入資料與參數，可以預
期演算法產出相同的集群結果。不同的K值對於結果的影響較低，但
是適當的K值選擇對於演算法的效能有其助益。集群結果顯示演算法
忠於路網的拓樸關係，距離相近但路網距離差距甚遠的資料不會被
分配在同一個集群中。演算法也能成功辨識跨路網的交通樣態。集
群結果也顯示演算法能分辨在時間與車流量維度的特徵的差異，將
具有特殊時間或車流量樣態的資料具為一類。
　　本研究的結果可以提供運輸管理、物流、交通地理等領域一個
系統性分析時空或多維度路網資料的取徑，從集群中心可得知資料
樣態的規則，而集群也能做為可操作的單元，供進一步的決策使用
。

中文關鍵詞： 路網分析、多維度、非監督式機器學習、K-Medoids

英 文 摘 要 ： In recent years, with the advanced of ITS, IoT and wireless
communication technology, and also the positive attitudes
toward open data from the government, we can retrieve a big
amount of traffic data. These data contain detailed spatial
and temporal information, and even features with
complicated data dimension. In order to extract useful
information hidden within the data, a multi-dimensional
data analysis technique are required to extract useful
information hidden in the data.
This study designs an unsupervised machine learning
approach for multi-dimensional network data. The algorithm
adopts the concepts of network weight matrix and space-time
matrix to calculate multi-dimensional distances in the
network space. In combine with K-Medoids algorithm, which
has the capability of dealing with discrete data, a
clustering algorithm is developed. To solve the problems of
the sensitivity to initial seeds and K value of K-Medoids
algorithm, two methods are adopted. First, a systematic
sampling approach for seeds generation is adopted to cut



down on the randomness of the algorithm. Cluster splitting
and merging method is introduced to compensate the poor
seeds selection in the initial phase.
From the case of highway traffic clustering, the algorithm
demonstrates several advantages. First, the algorithm
possesses consistency and robustness. Because systematic
sampling seeds generation removes the randomness of the
algorithm, the results can be expected throughout several
experiments giving the same inputs and parameters. The
algorithm also demonstrates that it respects the topology
of the highway network. Features that are proximate in
space but distant in network space will not be assigned as
the same clusters. The algorithm can also recognize cross-
system traffic patterns. The results of clustering also
demonstrate that the algorithm can identify the difference
in temporal dimension and the data dimension of traffic.
Features with unique temporal and traffic patterns will be
grouped together.
This study can provide an approach for systematically
analyse space-time or multi-dimensional network data, which
can be used in researches like transportation management,
logistics and transportation geography. The medoids of the
clusters can serve as the rules for traffic patterns. Also,
the clusters can be used as operational units for further
decision making.

英文關鍵詞： network analysis, multi-dimension, unsupervised machine
learning, K-Medoids
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摘要 

近年來由於智慧型運輸系統、物聯網科技以及無線網路科技的進步，加上政府機關對於資料

開放的支持，目前可取得大量的交通資料。這些資料具有詳細的空間與時間資訊，甚至更複雜的資

料維度。為了萃取隱藏在資料當中的重要資訊，勢必需要多維度的資料分析方法。 

  本研究提出多維度路網資料的非監督式機器學習方法，用以分析多維度的交通路網資料。演算

法利用多維度路網加權矩陣，計算路網在多維度中的距離，並結合 K-Medoids 演算法適用於離散資

料之特性，發展集群分析演算法。為解決 K-Medoids 集群分析演算法對於初始集群種子與 K 值的敏

感性，演算法採用兩個解決方案。首先，演算法以系統性間距採樣產生初始種子，降低演算法的隨
機因素。集群分析演算法中導入集群分割與集群合併的方法，用以彌補初始種子選擇不佳對於結果

的影響力。 

  從高速公路車流量的集群分析中，可以發現演算法具有下列優勢。首先，演算法具有一致性與

可靠性。由於系統性間距採樣降低了演算法的隨機要素，因此當給予相同的輸入資料與參數，可以
預期演算法產出相同的集群結果。不同的 K 值對於結果的影響較低，但是適當的 K 值選擇對於演算

法的效能有其助益。集群結果顯示演算法忠於路網的拓樸關係，距離相近但路網距離差距甚遠的資

料不會被分配在同一個集群中。演算法也能成功辨識跨路網的交通樣態。集群結果也顯示演算法能

分辨在時間與車流量維度的特徵的差異，將具有特殊時間或車流量樣態的資料具為一類。 

  本研究的結果可以提供運輸管理、物流、交通地理等領域一個系統性分析時空或多維度路網資
料的取徑，從集群中心可得知資料樣態的規則，而集群也能做為可操作的單元，供進一步的決策使

用。 

關鍵字：路網分析、多維度、非監督式機器學習、K-Medoids  
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Abstract 

In recent years, with the advanced of ITS, IoT and wireless communication technology, and also the 
positive attitudes toward open data from the government, we can retrieve a big amount of traffic data. 
These data contain detailed spatial and temporal information, and even features with complicated data 
dimension. In order to extract useful information hidden within the data, a multi-dimensional data analysis 
technique are required to extract useful information hidden in the data. 

This study designs an unsupervised machine learning approach for multi-dimensional network data. 
The algorithm adopts the concepts of network weight matrix and space-time matrix to calculate multi-
dimensional distances in the network space. In combine with K-Medoids algorithm, which has the capability 
of dealing with discrete data, a clustering algorithm is developed. To solve the problems of the sensitivity to 
initial seeds and K value of K-Medoids algorithm, two methods are adopted. First, a systematic sampling 
approach for seeds generation is adopted to cut down on the randomness of the algorithm. Cluster 
splitting and merging method is introduced to compensate the poor seeds selection in the initial phase. 

From the case of highway traffic clustering, the algorithm demonstrates several advantages. First, the 
algorithm possesses consistency and robustness. Because systematic sampling seeds generation removes 
the randomness of the algorithm, the results can be expected throughout several experiments giving the 
same inputs and parameters. The algorithm also demonstrates that it respects the topology of the highway 
network. Features that are proximate in space but distant in network space will not be assigned as the 
same clusters. The algorithm can also recognize cross-system traffic patterns. The results of clustering also 
demonstrate that the algorithm can identify the difference in temporal dimension and the data dimension 
of traffic. Features with unique temporal and traffic patterns will be grouped together. 

This study can provide an approach for systematically analyse space-time or multi-dimensional 
network data, which can be used in researches like transportation management, logistics and 
transportation geography. The medoids of the clusters can serve as the rules for traffic patterns. Also, the 
clusters can be used as operational units for further decision making. 
Keywords: network analysis, multi-dimension, unsupervised machine learning, K-Medoids 
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Introduction 
In recent years, open data has been a major policy for the governments around the world. In Taiwan, 

the Executive Yuan has established an act at 2012 and acclaimed their attitudes towards releasing data to 
the civilian for the sake of government transparency. From then on, open data has been a major concern 
and policy for the government institutions. Up until May 2019, there has been 40,346 datasets available on 
the website of the government’s open data platform. There are datasets for a variety of topics, like 
healthcare, birth, education, housing, election, living quality, transportation and so on. Open data can be 
released in the form of raw data and services. The ease of access to data has enabled a lot of novel 
researches and applications. 

In the realm of transportation, with the advanced of intelligence transportation system (ITS), internet 
of things (IoT), wireless communication, and thanks to the recent positive attitude towards open data, 
researchers nowadays have access to a great amount of traffic data that are both precise and accurate, like 
data from vehicle detectors, traffic accidents and Electronic Toll Collection trip records, just to name a few.  

For example, In the year of 2014, Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) system was thoroughly adopted 
throughout all toll roads in Taiwan. It marked as a milestone in the development of highway network 
system. In the past, toll was collected manually at tollbooths. Not only is this approach labor-intensive, 
tollbooths are also potential bottleneck for traffic flow on highway. With the adoption of ETC, tollbooths 
are no longer required for toll collection. Furthermore, ETC system collects trips records with detailed and 
precise location and time data. The data has been proofed to be useful in many transportation or 
geography researches. Several studies have used data mining techniques in the application of freeway 
travel time prediction using data collected by ETC. For example, Li and Chen (2014) have used data mining 
techniques of K-means, decision trees and neural network on the prediction of travel time on highway 
using ETC records. ETC system allows the increase of the sampling size in traffic time. Chang et al. (2016) 
adopts data fusion methods of ETC and VD data and uses the data freeway travel time prediction. The data 
allow spatial-temporal pattern of freeway traffic flow to be revealed. 

In order to understand the hidden patterns within such bulky geographic data, we will need some 
corresponding data processing and analyzing methods to extract important information from the raw data. 
While geography information system is good at dealing with geographic data, most approaches of 
traditional geographic information system are based on Euclidean dimension, which are designed to deal 
with 2-D data. For network data, the traditional approaches may face some limitations and challenges. To 
conquer the problem, there are several studies aiming at designing alternative approaches adapted to the 
topological nature of network that are capable in performing network analysis. Yet, these approaches still 
lack in the ability to deal with temporal data. 

Aside from spatial analysis, the factor of space-time is also important for analyzing traffic patterns. Take the 
research of traffic accidents for example, Black (1991) has pointed out that there were clusters for traffic 
accidents in the dimensions of space, time and space-time, which may be resulted from seasonal weather 
condition or the poor road design. From this case, we can say that by observing data in a more complex 
dimension, we can identify patterns that are not originally observed from the typical 2D perspective. 
Therefore, a comprehensive approach for analyzing space-time or multi-dimensional data is necessary. 

The terms of data mining and machine learning has gained great interest in recent years. With the proper 
algorithm, machine can perform tasks like classifying, clustering, predicting and generating association 
rules automatically or semi-automatically. Popular machine learning algorithms, such as support vector 
machine, random forests, decision trees, neural network, etc., have been used in fields like remote sensing 
image classification or traffic time predictions. The task of clustering and predictions is a kind of supervised 
machine learning. The model expects training seeds inputs from the users. The user needs to have to the 
knowledge about classes or dependent variables to do the supervised machine learning. Clustering analysis 
falls into the category of unsupervised machine learning, meaning machines can learn the rules from the 
data on its own. The advantage of unsupervised machine learning is that training seeds is not required, and 
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users do not need to provide classes to be classified. The algorithm performs clustering based on the 
homogeneity of data. Hence, the algorithm requires minimum knowledge input from the researchers. It is 
ideal for extracting information from a great amount of data with complex dimension. 

From the data-driven nature of unsupervised machine learning, we expect that unsupervised machine 
learning can be a possible solution to our space-time or multi-dimensional network problems. By 
performing clustering, we can know how the traffic events are grouped together, and the rules and 
patterns hidden within the bulky data shall be revealed from the representative of the clusters. 
Unsupervised machine learning methods like K-Means, hierarchical clustering or K-Medoids have already 
been verified to be useful for traffic events analysis like traffic flow or traffic accidents. (Zhou, 2018; Selvi 
and Caglar, 2018) While these researches demonstrate the possibility of the application of unsupervised 
machine learning methods on traffic analysis, they are still conducted on statistics or an aggregated level. 
There is a lack of a cluster analysis approach for integrating network space, time and complex data 
dimension.  

This study aims at providing an approach for comprehensive analysis of multi-dimensional network 
data, hence enhancing our awareness of the complicated multi-dimensional rules and patterns. By 
integrating unsupervised machine learning and spatial analysis from geographic information system, we 
may gain the knowledge of how traffic events distributing from a multi-dimensional perspective. The 
knowledge can be useful in domains such as traffic management, logistics or transportation geography.  

The primary goals of this study are as follows:  

 Understand the challenge of the current GIS approach and data mining algorithm. Discover 

solution for the challenges. 

 Develop an approach suitable for extracting information from multi-dimensional network data. 

In the following chapter, previous studies about network analysis in geographic information system 
and machine learning algorithms are reviewed in order to understand the limitations and challenges of the 
current approaches, and to find possible solution to the problems. In Chapter 3, details about how the 
algorithm is constructed will be discussed. In Chapter 4, the validation of the algorithm will be discussed. 
Details about how the test study is designed and study materials sources will be described in this chapter. 
In Chapter 5, the performance of the algorithm will be discussed based on the cases from the results of test 
study. Finally, there will be a conclusion and some suggestions for future works in Chapter 6.  
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Literature Review 

(1) Application of network analysis in geographic information system 
Because of the topological nature of network, most spatial analysis based on Euclidean dimension will 

be challenged. Common spatial analysis approach for identifying spatial patterns are based on Euclidean 
dimension such as Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation (Moran, 1950), G statistics for local spatial 
autocorrelation (Getis and Ord, 1992) and local indicators of spatial association (Anselin, 1995). The 
problem of spatial analysis based on Euclidean dimension is that the process and the results are not 
network constrained. Hence, the results will not to be royal to the distribution phenomenon in the real 
world. Take kernel density for example (Figure 1), the results of the density estimation will exceed the 
network coverage, which is a meaningless representation of the traffic events. Also, because the process 
involves with the determination of contiguity using searching radius, contiguity maybe misled due to the 
topological rules of the network. While the locations of two points may be close, one point may not be 
accessible from the other in the network. To solve the problems, many previous studies have tried to refine 
spatial analysis approach for transportation and logistics research, so that it can be applied to network data. 

FIGURE 1 ILLUSTRATION OF KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION OF NETWORK CONSTRAINED DATA. (THE 

ILLUSTRATION IS NOT MEANT TO REPRESENT ANY REAL-WORLD EVENTS.) 

Black (1992) introduced the approach of network autocorrelation to statistically identify the existence 
of spatial autocorrelation within network data. The network autocorrelation approach is adapted from the 
algorithm of Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation. The major difference lies in the spatial weight matrix, which 
is replaced by network weight matrix in this study. A weight matrix is a i by j matrix defining the contiguity 
between network nodes. The equation of the algorithm is as follows: 

  
 

∑ ∑    
 
   

 
    

∑ ∑    (    ̅)(    ̅)
 
   

 
    

∑ (    ̅) 
 
   

  (          )  

Each variable stands as follows: 

  ：value for variable   at segment   

 ̅：Average value of variable   of every segment 
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 ：The total counts of segments 

   ：The binary matrix determining whether segment i and j are connected, while 0 stands for i 

and j being disconnected, otherwise the value is set to be 1. 

The network autocorrelation was further applied in the analysis of motorway traffic accidents in Belgium 
(Black and Thomas, 1998). Standard score Z was adopted in the refined algorithm as an index of 
randomness, with Z being 0 indicating total randomness in the distribution of incidents, and that network 
autocorrelation is not statistically significant. 

There are also algorithms for network data based on spatial estimation, such as the kernel density 
estimation (KDE). Borruso (2008) introduced the approach of network density estimation (NDE) for point 
patterns analysis in network-constrained space. What’s difference from the KDE approach is that NDE does 
not adopt the searching radius based on Euclidean dimension, but instead using shortest path in network 
and service areas as the searching function. Hence, the NDE analysis takes actual distance between points 
in the network into consideration.  

For space-time analysis, Knox and Bartlett (1964) has come up with the approach of spatial-temporal 
autocorrelation, the R statistics. The equation of R statistics goes as follows:  

  ∑∑      

 

   

 

   

 (          )  

 : space-time correlation 

   ：The time matrix. 

    : The space matrix. 

As Cliff and Ord (1981) stated, a spatial-temporal event can be divided into two matrices, the time matrix, 
   , and the space matrix,    . Where there is an adjacency between event   and   temporally or spatially, 

the     or     possesses the value of 1, otherwise 0. Where event   equals to event  ,     or     also possesses 

0. The R statistics will be the summation of the product of space matrix and time matrix, with R being zero 
indicates no spatial-temporal autocorrelation exists among the events. Upton and Fingleton (1986) use 
standard score Z as the index of statistical significance of R statistics. Black (1991) has adopted the spatial-
temporal autocorrelation in the study of highway traffic accidents and shows the capability of spatial-
temporal autocorrelation in identifying space-time clusters of the accidents record. Yet, the study is limited 
to the analysis of events occurring along linear dimension. 

(2) Data mining 
Data mining is sometimes knowns as knowledge discovery from data (KDD). As the name implies, it is a 
process of mining and discovering knowledge from a large pool of data. A typical workflow of data mining 
usually consists of a series of process of data cleaning, data integration, data selection, data transformation, 
data mining, pattern evaluation and knowledge presentation (Han, Pei, and Kamber, 2011). 

The power of data mining in performing tasks like classification, regression, clustering and association rules 
generation have been showcased in many domains. For instance, Several data mining techniques have long 
been used in the application of remote sensing. Pacifici, Chini, and Emery (2009) used multi-scale textural 
metrics to improve the results of land use image classification, and the data mining techniques of neural 
network could determine the most optimal texture features for the classification. Other techniques such as 
support vector machine and random forest have also been adopted for similar cases (Pal and Foody, 2010; 
Rodriguez-Galiano, Ghimire, Rogan, Chica-Olmo, and Rigol-Sanchez, 2012). Miller and Han (2009) have 
pointed out that data mining in the domain of geographic information is often used to accomplish the 
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following tasks: spatial classification, spatial dependency, spatial segmentation and clustering, spatial 
trends, and spatial generalization. 

Spatial-temporal data mining is also an important subfield of geographic data mining. Xiaobai Yao (2003) 
has suggested that data mining techniques should be modified for the need of spatial-temporal data mining 
and development of spatial-temporal techniques would be beneficial.  

(3) Machine learning 
Machine learning is often used as a method in data mining for knowledge discovery. Its purpose is to 
“locating interesting regularities, patterns or concepts from empirical data” (Mannila, 1996). Depending on 
the absence of desired class and training samples, machine learning algorithm can be categorized into 
supervised machine learning and unsupervised machine learning. 

The purpose of supervised machine learning is to train a model from given samples for performing 
prediction. Classification and regression can be seen as supervised learning approaches, with the former 
aims at predicting the class label of unknown input, while the latter aims at predicting the output values 
from the function of multiple inputs. Common algorithms for supervised machine learning include decision 
tree, kNN, support vector machine (SVM), random forest, CART and more. For supervised machine learning, 
known classed labels or dependent variable prior to learning phase is required, and therefore requiring 
basic understanding of the prediction model to some extent as model input from the researchers. For bulky 
datasets with complex and hidden relationships among them, unsupervised machine learning is a better 
candidate, for it can identify underlying relationships and rules between data. Mennis and Guo (2009) have 
suggested that unsupervised machine learning, or clustering analysis, can be used for spatial clustering, 
regionalization, point pattern analysis and have already been applied in cases like clustering in diseases, 
crime and traffic accidents. 

Unsupervised machine learning desires to find potential unknown relationships hidden among different 
datasets. It is usually referring to the task of clustering. The major goal of cluster analysis is to maximize the 
homogeneity of data within group and the heterogeneity between groups. (Tan, Steinbach, and Kumar, 
2006) Cluster analysis has been used extensively in fields such as image processing and text analysis. 

Cluster analysis can be categorized into two categories, hierarchical and partitional, with the latter being 
more popular. Among partitional clustering, K-means algorithm is more common and simple. (Jain, 2010) 

K-means is an algorithm that divide the data with n dimensions into k similar clusters (MacQueen, 1967). It 
is a distance-based clustering algorithm, in contrast to density-based algorithm like DBSCAN (Ester, Kriegel, 
Sander, and Xu, 1996) or OPTICS (Ankerst, Breunig, Kriegel, and Sander, 1999). K-means adopts distance as 
the measurement of the similarity among data. The process of K-means is as follows: 

 Given a parameter of K. Randomly assigned K seeds as the centers of initial clusters. 

 The distance between each point to the centers of every clusters is calculated. The point is then 

assigned to its nearest cluster. 

 Recalculate the center of every centers. 

 Repeat the iteration until the process of clustering converges, so that the clusters no longer change. 

K-Means algorithm is easy for computation. Yet, it is somehow sensitive to the selection of initial seeds, 
which may result in unreliable clustering results. And also, K-means is not very good at dealing with noise 
and outliers. (Han, Lee and Kamber, 2009) 

Similar to K-Means, ISODATA (Ball and Hall, 1965) is also a distance-based algorithm for cluster analysis. 
The difference lies in that ISODATA requires a threshold as input. When assigning data to a cluster, the 
algorithm will calculate the standard deviation within each cluster and the distance between clusters. If the 
standard deviation within cluster is higher than the defined threshold, then the cluster will be split. And if 
the distance between clusters is less than the threshold, the two clusters will be merged. ISODATA has the 
advantage that the algorithm does not require the decision of number of clusters and can produce a much 
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optimum result. It has been used extensively in remote sensing as the approach for unsupervised image 
classification. (Richards and Jia, 1999) 

Another distance-based algorithm, K-Medoids (Vinod, 1969), is an altered version of K-Means for discrete 
data. K-Means algorithm calculates the centroid of every clusters at the end of each iteration and uses 
them as the seeds for the next iteration. For discrete data, the centroid of clusters may not be presented in 
the data. K-Medoids algorithm solves the problem by finding the existing point in the data that minimize 
the total distances to all other points within the cluster as the new center of the cluster. 

Several studies have applied clustering approach to traffic researches and have proofed the such 
techniques plausible in traffic analysis. Zhou (2018) has compared K-Means and hierarchical clustering with 
the case of traffic flow analysis on several major intersections. The results prefer hierarchical clustering 
over K-Means, and K-Means suffered from the decision of K. Selvi and Caglar (2018) have compared several 
clustering algorithms, naming K-Means, K-Medoids and Agglomerative and Divisive Hierarchical Clustering, 
on the multivariate mapping of traffic accidents. The results indicate that K-Medoid out-performed the 
others as the better algorithm for such case. 

To sum up the literature review, while there are many approaches designed for different network analysis 
application, there is still a need for an approach to systematically integrate network and space-time 
dimension into analysis. Data mining offers a solution for identifying underlying rules and patterns among 
different data, especially unsupervised machine learning approach that allowed to extract information 
automatically from data with the minimum understanding about data as input. Among all the unsupervised 
machine learning approaches, K-Medoids has a great potential for the space-time network analysis 
application. For distance calculation between data, network distance matrix and space-time weight matrix 
can be applied. 
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Methodology 
The study adopts the concept of unsupervised machine learning for multi-dimensional network analysis. 
The design of this study is shown in the figure below (Figure 2).  

Building 

Algorithm 

Literature 

Review

Model

Evaluation

Collect Data for 

Case Study

Data

Preprocessing

Conclusion

Model Validated

Yes

No

 

FIGURE 2 FLOW CHART OF THE STUDY DESIGN. 

 

From previous studies, we learn that the nature of K-Medoids algorithm makes it a great candidate for the 
approach, for it can be applied to non-continuing data and is capable of dealing with multi-dimensional 
data. However, there are some problems to solve with the algorithm.  

The first problem is how the algorithm deals with the determination of multi-dimension distance. From the 
review of previous studies on network analysis approach and space-time approach, integration of network 
matrix and time matrix is a feasible solution for the problem. With space-time or multi-dimension network 
weight matrix, the space-time or multi-dimensional network distances between data records can be 
determined by the clustering algorithm. 

Another possible challenge is the sensitivity to initial seeds with K-medoids algorithm. Like K-means, the 
initial seeds are randomly selected. The randomness could lead to an inconsistent clustering result. In order 
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to cut down on the randomness factor of the algorithm, an alternative approach for seeds generation is 
adopted. The seeds are selected by a systematic sampling method. With the sampling approach, the initial 
seeds are guaranteed to be the same with every execution if given the exact same data and parameters. It 
can also avoid the condition of the initial seeds being too clustered under random generation and 
impacting on the performance. Also, we’ve learned that the decision of number of clusters, K, is crucial to 
the results. The solutions of cluster splitting and merging are adopted into the algorithm in hope that the 
effect of value K will be minimum. 
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(1) Algorithm 
The algorithm is based on K-Medoids clustering algorithm but altered for the case of multi-dimensional 
network analysis. The algorithm is as follows. 

Input: 

 Traffic datasets 

 Network weight matrix 

Parameter: 

  : parameter defining the data sampling interval for initial seeds 

                      

                         

Output: Clustering result 

Methods: 

(1) Calculate the network distance and timespan between every pairs of features and stored the 
distances in the network weight matrix and time matrix respectively; 

(2) Given a total of   data and the parameter of desired number of clusters,  . Sampling data on an 
equal interval of     and a total of     initial seeds will be retrieved. Then, assign the feature as 
the medoids of the initial clusters; 

(3) Determine the space-time distance between non-medoid features and each cluster medoid based 
on the matrixes. The feature is then assigned to its nearest cluster as the member of the cluster. If 
the feature is not connected to either of the clusters or exceed the distance threshold, assign it as 
the medoid of a new cluster; 

(4) Swap a cluster medoid with a non-medoid feature. If the total distance of every features to their 
medoid decreases, retain the swap. Otherwise, undo the swap. 

(5) Repeat the previous process on each pair of non-medoid and medoid. 

(6) Reassign each non-medoid feature to its nearest cluster. 

(7) Calculate the distances between each pair of the cluster medoids. 

(8) If the standard score of the distance fall behind the similarity threshold, merge the two clusters. 

(9) Redo (4) and (5) to get the optimized medoids. 

Given the natures of different traffic data, two variations of the algorithm are designed, one for space-time 
dimension points data and the other for multi-dimension data. The distance between each point to their 
medoid is determined differently for the two variation. 

Space-time clustering performs clustering task based on the distance between each feature and the cluster 
medoid. It is designed for traffic events pattern analysis like traffic accidents. The weight matrix for this 
variation of the algorithm is determined by the following equation. 
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    √ ( ̅      )   ( ̅      )  (          )  

    : spatial-temporal matrix at ( ,  )  

  ̅  : normalized network distance at ( ,  ) 

  ̅  : normalized timespan at ( ,  ) 

    – optional weight for each dimension 

For each feature at   and  , the space-time distance weight is the geometric mean of their network distance, 
   , and timespan,    . Normally, Minkowski distance like Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance is 
calculated as the summation of distance on every dimension. However, distance calculation based on 
summation is implying that two features being much proximate on one dimension and much distant on the 
other dimension may result in the same impact as two features being equally proximate on both 
dimensions. By adopting geometric means, two points need to be proximate in exactly every dimension in 
order to reach the maximum impact to the clustering algorithm.     and     should both be normalized 
beforehand, so that the clustering task will not be sensitive to dimension with the larger value domain. For 
example, if the maximum value of     is 1,000 times greater than    , then the contribution of     to the 

distance will only be of a   relatively small proportion. By normalizing the differences of each dimension, we 
can guarantee that the distance in each dimension has the same impact towards the total distance.     and 

    are both added by 0.1 in order to avoid the space-time distance will be 0 if the location of two features 

on either dimension is the same. To increase the flexibility of the algorithm, weights for each dimension are 
optional in case there’s a need for adjusting the importance of the dimension. 

The algorithm can also be extended to multiple dimensions. Multi-dimension clustering, like its counterpart, 
also performs clustering based on the distance between each feature and the cluster medoids. New 
dimension can be easily integrated into the algorithm as long as there is a solution to the determination of 
distance on that dimension. 

    √ (  ̅     )   (  ̅     )   (    ̅̅ ̅̅̅     )     (    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅     )
 

  (          )  

    : multi-dimensional matrix at ( ,  )  

  ̅  : normalized network distance at ( ,  ) 

  ̅  : normalized timespan at ( ,  ) 

(    )
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ : normalized of distance of    dimension 

          : optional weight for different dimensions  

For each point at   and  , the space-time distance weight is the geometric mean of their network distance, 
   , and timespan,     and additional data dimensions,    to   .    could be data attributes like traffics, 
origins, destinations, weekdays or other auxiliary attributes of interest. 

The weight matrix is stored as a form of OD matrix. The figure below is an illustration of the format of the 
matrix. On the column axis and row axis of the matrix are the origin and the destination respectively. The 
matrix element is the multi-dimensional network distance between two features. The elements on the 
diagonal line should always be 0. 
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FIGURE 3 ILLUSTRATION OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NETWORK DISTANCE MATRIX.  
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Model Evaluation 
In order to verify the algorithm, a simple test is designed and conducted to evaluate the performance 

of the algorithm. The chosen test study for evaluation is the task of space-time clustering of traffics on 
highway. The test study is chosen for several reasons. First, highway network has a very strict topological 
rule. The contiguity of highway network features is not defined by the proximity in spatial distance, but the 
connectivity of topology. Two features can be very next to each other in spatial dimension, but they may 
not be connected at all because of the different bounding direction of the road. Second, the patterns of 
traffic on highway in time is distinguished. The above reasons make highway traffic clustering a good 
candidate for evaluating the algorithm. 

The goal of the test study is as follows. 

• Test the consistency and robustness of the algorithm. 

• Test if the algorithm respects network topology. 

• Test if the algorithm can recognize space-time patterns. 

(1) Study Area and Materials 
The data source of this study is retrieved from Traffic Data Collection System (TDMS) released by 

Freeway Bureau, Ministry of Transportation and Communication as open data. The database collects a 
variety of real-time and historical highway traffic dataset generated by vehicle detectors or electronic toll 
collection system sensors.  

The dataset used for the test is the traffic volume statistics from electronic toll collection system 
sensors. An example of the dataset used in the study is shown in the table below. The dataset records the 
numbers of different types of vehicles passing every sensor at a time interval of 5 minutes. Vehicles are 
classified into 5 types: sedan, truck, bus, freight vehicle and trailer. The data contain 5 attributes. The first 
column records the time stamp of the data. The second column records the ID of the corresponding 
identifier. The third column records the direction of the traffic. The fourth column records the type of the 
vehicle, with 31 stands for sedan, 32 stands for truck, 41 stands for bus, 42 stands for freight vehicle, and 5 
stands for trailer. The fifth column records the total number of vehicles passing the sensor in the 5-minute 
time period. 

TABLE 1  

EXAMPLE OF THE ORIGINAL TRAFFIC DATA. 

Time Sensor ID Direction Vehicle Types Traffics 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005N N 31 27 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005N N 32 10 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005N N 41 1 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005N N 42 2 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005N N 5 0 

2015/12/31 23:50 01F0005S S 31 55 
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The spatial features of highway and sensors are retrieved from data warehouse of GIS-T from Ministry 
of Transportation and Communication. The data are also released based on open data policy. The sensors 
data are point features with the attributes of names and ID, which can be related to the traffic volume 
statistics. The network polyline features are used to calculate the distance between nodes.  

The major limitation of the electronic toll collection data is that east-west orienting highways that 
connect the north-south orienting highways are not covered, for electronic toll collection system has not 
been implemented on these highways and therefore causing the data to be lack in the dataset. Topology 
relationships within the data may be lost or incomplete because of the lack of connection data between 
major highway. 

The study area of the data is as shown in the figure. The study area is a small subset of highway 
network system in Taiwan, covering Taipei city, New Taipei city, Keelung city and Yilan county. The subset 
consists of three major highway in Taiwan, the Freeway No.1（國道一號）, No.3（國道三號） and No.5
（國道五號）. The range of the subset is from Wudu (五堵) to Sanchong (三重) interchange for Freeway 

No.1 (Including the elevated branch), from Keejin (基金端) to Xindian (新店) interchange for Freeway No.3 

(Including Freeway No.3A), and from Nangang (南港) to Toucheng (頭城) for Freeway No.5. The reason for 

the small subset is to avoid traffic data missing in connection highways. The three major highway routes 
which are covered by the electronic toll collection system are interconnected in this area, and hence they 

form a relatively complete subsystem of their own.  

(2) Case Study Design 
The design of the case study is presented in Figure 4. The traffic data of one day is used. First, the traffic 

data are preprocessed. The volume statistics are aggregated on date, time and sensor ID, and the average 

FIGURE 4 MAP OF STUDY AREA. 
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of every vehicles passing the sensor at one time is calculated. The data are converted into the form as 
shown below. First, every sensor is given a number as a unique identifier and stored in column 1. Second, 
time is calculated in the unit of minute and stored in column 2. Finally, column 3 records the average traffic 
within the 5-minute period. 
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TABLE 2  

EXAMPLE OF THE CONVERTED DATA AS INPUT. 

Sensor Location ID Time (Minutes) Average Traffics 

0 0 70 

0 5 75 

0 10 76 

0 15 89 

0 20 58 

0 25 67 

0 30 93 

0 35 73 

0 40 95 

 

Then, the data are joined to the sensors data to assign the statistics to the point features. Spatial 
features are processed with ArcMap 10.7 software. A network dataset is built with the highway polyline 
features. The point features are snapped to the line features of highway to make sure the points are exactly 
intersected with the roads in the network. OD cost analysis function is then executed to calculate the 
distance between every pair of points. The distance of the shortest path between origin and destination is 
calculated. The network weight matrix can then be generated based on the calculated distance between 
points in network from the results of OD cost analysis. If reaching from one point to another is not possible 
within the highway network, an extremely large value will be assigned to the weight matrix as no data. In 
the test study, the value of 99,999 is considered as no data. 

The algorithm used in the test study is the multi-dimension clustering, with the dimension of network 
space, time and traffic. The difference of the traffic is considered as a data dimension for the study. The 
data matrix and the network matrix are given to the algorithm as the input. The equation of the multi-
dimensional distance is as follows. Weights are not adjusted for this test. 

    √ (  ̅     )   (  ̅     )   *(     )
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅     +

 
 (          )  

 During the process of clustering, if one feature cannot reach to the medoid of any existing cluster, i.e. 
distance equals 99,999, the point will be assigned to a new cluster as the medoid. In the post-clustering, 
distances between each cluster medoids are calculated. If the distance is smaller than the given threshold, 
then the two clusters are merged. 
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FIGURE 5 STUDY DESIGN FOR THE TEST STUDY. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 
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Through explorations of the parameters, the algorithm produces the most desired results when given the 
parameter of   equals 50, and with no merging threshold. The total of 12044 test data are grouped into 51 
clusters. The figure below is the location and the time of the cluster medoids. 

 

Having examined the process and results of the algorithm, several advantages of the algorithm is can be 
observed. First, the results of the algorithm are consistent and robust. Second, the algorithm respects the 
topology of the network and produces meaningful results. Finally, the algorithm successfully recognizes 

distinct multi-dimensional patterns. 

(1) Consistency and Robustness 
It has been well recognized that algorithm like K-Means or K-Medoids suffers from the issue of initial seeds 
selection and the decision of K. The algorithm of this study has addressed this issue with several methods, 
and hence the results are much consistent and robust. 

First, a system sampling seeds generation is used instead of random seeds generation. By doing so, the 
algorithm successfully cut down on the randomness of K-Medoids algorithm. The algorithm is able to give 
consistent results throughout multiple experiments, given the exact same inputs and parameters. Table 3 
and Table 4 shows the comparison of multiple results from random seeds generation and system sampling 
seeds generation given the same input data, and the parameter of K equals 50 and dissimilarity threshold 
equals 0.05. In Table 3a and Table 3b, the results demonstrate the inconsistency from random seeds 
generation. The reliability of the algorithm is challenged. In Table 4a and Table 4b, the results demonstrate 
consistency from system sampling seeds generation. The output of the algorithm can be expected with 
every experiment as long as the inputs and parameters remain the same. 

FIGURE 6 THE LOCATION AND TIME OF EACH CLUSTER MEDOIDS. 
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TABLE 3A 

Clustering results using random seeds generation. First experiment. (Truncated) 

Sensor Location ID Time (Minutes) Average Traffic Cluster ID 

0 1270 155 32 

1 435 227 26 

2 300 71 38 

… … … … 

TABLE 3B 

Clustering results using random seeds generation. Second experiment. (Truncated) 

Sensor Location ID Time (Minutes) Average Traffic Cluster ID 

0 1335 111 37 

1 945 243 48 

2 265 47 27 
… … … … 

TABLE 4A 

Clustering results using system sampling seeds generation. Second experiment. (Truncated) 

Sensor Location ID Time (Minutes) Average Traffic Cluster ID 

0 160 54 0 

0 1205 138 1 

1 820 208 2 

… … … … 

TABLE 4B 

Clustering results using system sampling seeds generation. Second experiment. (Truncated) 

Sensor Location ID Time (Minutes) Average Traffic Cluster ID 

0 160 54 0 

0 1205 138 1 

1 820 208 2 

… … … … 

 

Second, the sensitivity to the decision of cluster number K is less. By splitting and merging the clusters 
based on the heterogeneity within cluster and homogeneity between clusters, the algorithm compensates 
the effect of data over-segmentation or under-segmentation during the initial iteration. Table 5 shows the 
numbers of clusters of the initial iteration and the final results given K equals 50, 60 and 70 and dissimilarity 
equals 0.05. As the results show, the numbers of clusters are relatively consistent. Still, deciding a 
reasonable value of K is still important, for an unreasonable K will greatly affect the performance of the 
algorithm. If the initial seeds are too less to begin with, then the distances between each medoid to most 
features will be greater than the dissimilarity threshold, causing too many clusters being split during the 
clustering phase and leading to excessive computation time to solve the optimization of medoids. 

TABLE 5  

Results of clustering under different parameters. 

K 
Dissimilarity 
Threshold 

Number of Clusters in Initial 
Iteration 

Number of Clusters of 
Results 

50 0.00 51 51 
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60 0.05 61 42 

70 0.05 71 48 

 

(2) Topological Rules 
Whether the results of the algorithm respect the topological rules of the data is a very important factor for 
the evaluation of the algorithm. For a logical result, features that are not connected to each other should 
not be assigned in the same cluster. And, the result should be able to identify complicated cross-system 
patterns. These characteristics can be verified in the results produced by the algorithm. 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 are an illustration of the coverage of Cluster 13 and Cluster 14 from the results. These 
two clusters cover the segments from Yuanshan（圓山） to Taipei interchange on Freeway No.1, 

southbound and northbound respectively. These two clusters have the most average traffic of the day. The 
location of the two segments are adjacent, but because the bounding directions are completely opposite, 
the distance between them in the network space is large. This is the situation where spatial analysis based 
on Euclidean dimension often fails. The algorithm is royal to the topological rules of the highway network 
and separate these two segments into different clusters 

. 

FIGURE 7 CLUSTER 13 AND ITS MEDOID. 

 

FIGURE 8 CLUSTER 14 AND ITS MEDOID. 

 Figure 8 illustrates the coverage of Cluster 32 from the results, which demonstrates the ability of 
the algorithm at identifying cross-system patterns. The medoid of Cluster 32 is located at Xizhi (汐止) 

system interchange on Freeway. No.1. The cluster consist of the segment from Wudu to Xizhi（汐止） on 
south-bounding Freeway No.1, from Donhu（東湖） to Xizhi（汐止） on north-bounding Freeway No.1, 

from Tiding（堤頂）to Xizhi（汐止） on north-bounding elevated branch of Freeway No.1, and from Xizhi 

system interchange（汐止系統） to Nangang（南港） on the south-bounding Freeway No.3. Being able 

to recognize such complex cross-system patterns is a major breakthrough for the study. 
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FIGURE 9 CLUSTER 32 AND ITS MEDOID. 

(3) Multi-Dimensional Patterns 
Another major challenge that the algorithm is solving is the recognition of space-time or multi-dimensional 
patterns. As there are distinguish peak and off-peak traffics on the highway, the algorithm should be able 
to capture the difference between different time periods.  

Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrates Cluster 12 and Cluster 13. The medoids of the two cluster is the same 
location. However, one takes place in 3:10 in the morning, while the other at 6:10 in the afternoon. Despite 
the same location, the patterns in time and traffics of the two clusters are quite different. The traffic in the 
afternoon is characterized as the busiest of all the clusters, while the traffic in the early morning not that 
much. The algorithm successfully recognized the multi-dimensional patterns and split them into two 
separate clusters. 

 

 

FIGURE 10 CLUSTER 12 AND ITS MEDOID. 
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FIGURE 11 CLUSTER 13 AND ITS MEDOID. 
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Conclusion and Future Works 

(1) Conclusion 
This study adopts an unsupervised machine learning approach and develops a novel algorithm for space-
time or multi-dimensional network data clustering. The two major challenges in designing the algorithm 
that the study is tackling with is the problem of distance measuring that would enable spatial analysis and 
machine learning algorithm, and the incapability of common clustering algorithm like K-means in dealing 
with discrete data. The use of network distance matrix and time weight matrix enables the distance 
measurement between network features. K-medoids clustering algorithm addresses the problem of 
discrete data clustering. 

In summary, the algorithm has several advantages. First, it has better consistency compared to K-Means or 
other clustering algorithms alike. By adopting system interval sampling method for initial seeds generation, 
we cut down on the randomness of the clustering model and improves the consistency of clustering results. 
The adoption of cluster splitting and post-clustering merging relatively reduce the sensitivity to the decision 
of K. Still, the algorithm will benefit from a reasonable decision of K in terms of performances. Second, it 
respects the topological nature of network. It recognizes cross-system clustering patterns and is able to 
distinguish the connectivity between network features and excludes features that are not connected to the 
clusters. Moreover, the algorithm can pick up multi-dimensional patterns of the network data. 

The algorithm can provide an approach for understanding sophisticated traffic patterns, which researchers 
in transportation management, logistics, transportation geography may find useful. The medoids can serve 
as the rules of the traffic patterns. And the clusters can be treated as operational objects, used as the 
inputs for further object-based analysis or decision making. 

(2) Future Works 
While the algorithm has met the major requirements for dealing with multi-dimensional network data, 
there are some suggestion for future application for the algorithm and some issues that we think is worthy 
of further researches. 

Automatic parameters exploration for the algorithm. 

For the sake of flexibility, several additional parameters are design for the algorithm. It may require some 
exploration efforts to find the best combination of the parameters. Future application can consider the 
adoption of automatic parameter optimization methods to make the algorithm even more robust. 

Consideration of the effect of scales to the clustering algorithm. 

When performing cluster algorithm, scale should be a factor to be concerned. The difference in scale may 
affect the level of details of clustering. Given the same K, a smaller scale of study area will result in sparser 
initial seeds, the results may reflect regional patterns. On the other hand, a bigger scale will result in denser 
initial seeds, the result may reflect local patterns. 

Application of algorithm on data with more complex data dimensions. 

The algorithm is designed with flexibility and extensibility in mind. With the parameters of similarity and 
dissimilarity thresholds and weights for each dimension, the algorithm is flexible enough to deal with 
different kinds of data. The algorithms also allow extra data dimension to be integrated to the algorithm. It 
will be interesting to see how the algorithm performs on a more complicated dataset. 

Data dimensions like origin, destination, weekdays etc. are all factors of interest when trying to understand 
traffic patterns. Take the case of highway traffic analysis for example, dimensions like weekdays or vehicle 
types are available in the datasets, and it’s possible to integrate these dimensions into the algorithm to get 
a more sophisticated rules of highway traffic patterns. 
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